BRING SOME
COLOUR INTO
YOUR KITCHEN.

In control of your
kitchen.
Annoncer is the most modern and advanced kitchen
system ever, designed for high end restaurants. Never
again the sound of a kitchen printer or the unreadable
scribbles of a waiter in your kitchen. A new sense of
calm will return to the kitchen and your guests will
benefit. Because we built Annoncer with a stunning
user interface that allows everyone to work with the
system you will gain control of the orders and the kitchen.
But Annoncer will do more much for you, as we also
interface with reservation systems you will now be up
to date in the kitchen as to who is coming for diner, any
specials that have been requested or allergen information
that might be critical. Annoncer is the first system that will
bring guest data directly to your kitchen!
Your wait staff will also benefit from Annoncer.
Communication with the kitchen is now simplified and
streamlined. You can now better anticipate on what
is happening in the kitchen. Your restaurant has never
run this smooth before.

No more printers.
Annoncer replaces the traditional ticketboard, no more printers
or handwritten tickets but a gorgeous clean representation of
orders on a large screen. You can now group tickets, see totals by
station or course in real time. No more math required to see
how many ‘pigeons’ are yet to be fired by the wait staff

Time is money.
Timing is everything for all restaurants, with Annoncer you are
now in full control of the timing for each table and guest. You
can put tables on hold whilst guest visit the bathroom or have
left the table for a quick smoke. In any case, you can control the
pace with Annoncer in all situations.

RESERVED

A table for 4 please.
Connect your Annoncer to your reservation system, we
interface with many well-known reservation systems out there
and you will now be up to date with any changes, updates and
cancelations in real-time in the kitchen. The guest list with all its
details is available on the Annoncer screen.

Still not convinced?
These restaurants already implemented
Annoncer and are enjoying the benefits that
the system brings. Do not wait too long and
add yourself to the list.

Want to know more?
Visit www.annonceronline.com for more information. You
can also call us or send an email.
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+31 73 657 90 51

envelope info@annonceronline.com

